
Developing Environmental 
Management Internships 
For Sitka Tribal Youth

Sitka Tribe of Alaska



The STA Resource 
Protection Department 

(RP) has a wide variety of 
programs and is science 

heavy

 Brownfields/ Tribal Response program (TRP)

 Ocean Acidification research

 PSP Shellfish testing for SEATOR partners

 Harmful Algal Blooms research 

 Salmon Monitoring Weir project

 Wetlands Monitoring

 EPA IGAP

 NAGPRA program

 Traditional Foods program



 Sitka Tribal Council wants to have more 
Tribal hires in Resource 
Protection Department.

 RP Department needs Tribal Citizens who 
have science degrees

 The Bureau of Indian Affairs funded 
this project.

 Our goal is to involve youth to get them 
interested in science

 This initiative encourages youth to pursue 
college and provides experience



STA has established its own Environmental 
Research Lab (STAERL), putting STA at the 
cutting edge for Tribes in environmental 
research.

This involves working with Southeast 
Alaska Tribal Ocean Research (SEATOR)-
a partnership of Tribes from SE Alaska and 
across the state to test their shellfish for 
PSP and other ocean-related research



 Summer 2019

 Fall 2019

 Spring 2020

 Summer 2020

Summer 2019 interns. L-R Keet, Morgan, Muriel, and Philip



Fall tribal youth interns, Jayvan and Lance

Both interns assist with sampling, shucking, data 
entry, and weekly tasks.



Tribal Youth Internships help to fulfill Element 3: To 
provide meaningful opportunities for public participation

Educates young people what Brownfields are, what sites 
are important to STA, and what to look for at a 
contaminated site.

Youth are then informed to be involved in public 
participation in the future and be able to give an 
opinion on what sites are important.



 Taught interns about Brownfields and what 
they were

 Taught interns about how to do our site survey 
procedure and went over data sheet

 Had each intern choose a contaminated site 
from the Alaska DEC contaminated site 
database and research that site.



A contaminated site on the road system 
was chosen to investigate based on its 
relative safeness

Former Asphalt Plant located in the 
boundaries of Sitka National Historic 
Park (aka Totem Park)

Park staff Brinnen Carter and a ranger 
helped to talk about what to look for, and 
assisted teaching use of the Trimble, a GPS 
unit to create lines and polygons.





 Marine debris (or litter) washes up on Sitka beaches 
regularly. This project is to estimate the amount of waste that 
washes ashore, and may potentially contaminate a site, 
especially coves that accumulate highly due to currents and 
wind direction.

 Transects are laid along a stretch of beach- one for 100 
meters, and 4 randomly selected transects that run from water 
to the high tide line- back in the trees around Sitka.

 Interns were taught Marine Debris procedures, and each was 
given the opportunity to use the GPS unit to map a vertical 
transect.

 Interns assisted in identifying Marine Debris, and recording 
on data sheets, and entering the data once back in the office.



 Interns assisted in weekly sampling and larger STA projects. 

 Sampling included PPE protocol, field notes, and equipment 
upkeep.



Phytoplankton tows are a common 
monitoring tactic for the first indication 
of shellfish toxicity
Interns:
 Conducted a plankton tow weekly to 

collect data for a regional 
phytoplankton bloom map (SEATOR)
 Preserved samples and conducted 

microscopy
 Produced a report on a local “red tide” 

and their findings under the 
microscope

Many field sampling jobs along the 
coast use the same protocol TYI 
learned.



 STA works on a grant to find out the 
population and mass of 3 different 
species of edible bivalves: butter 
clams, cockles, and littleneck clams.

 Keet Lorrigan helped with the Sitka 
survey in early June.

 Later, he helped to teach the 
procedures to Field School students



 Sampled surface water for ocean acidification
 Field sampling
 PPE protocol
 Chemical handling and disposal (mercury 

is used to preserve the samples)
 Safe degloving technique

 Assisted in the upkeep of ocean acidification 
equipment



 Collected shellfish from a local sample site
 Field sampling
 Shellfish ID

 Processed shellfish samples
 Data entry and sample labeling
 Shucking and homogenizing

 Extracted homogenates
 Weighing to .01 grams
 Pipetting
 PPE protocol



 Tribal Youth Interns were involved in the 
outreach of their own experience in the 
program and produced a post for the SEATOR 
blog biweekly.

 Posts are shared on social media and with 
other SEATOR partners

 www.seator.org

 SEATOR on Facebook and 

 s.e._ak_tribal_ocean_research on Instagram

http://www.seator.org/


 Intern Keet Lorrigan assisted with the Klag 
Bay Salmon Weir. 

 The goal of the weir project is to measure 
how many salmon make it to the spawning 
grounds

 Keet participated in Fish Technician training 
and logistics, and spent a week at the weir as a 
Fish Tech.

 He learned procedures for counting fish, 
getting measurements and marking sockeye 
salmon for a later mark/recapture at the lake.





DISTRIBUTION OF 
SOCKEYE

• The Tribe has a Community Harvest 
Permit to harvest large quantities 
of sockeye salmon

• Sockeye are distributed to Tribal 
Elders (over 500) and Tribal Citizens

• Youth helped clean fish and distribute 
them to Elders



BERRY PICKING



 Elder Tammy Young took interns on a walk and explained 
traditional wisdom about traditional harvesting. Traditional 
foods coordinator Tammy Young spoke to the TYI about 
recent Lingit history and respect for the land

 She explained places not to harvest, such as the Battlefield 
where the Tlingits fought the Russians.

 Tammy also discussed the recent history of Sitka National 
Historic Park including the history of old totem poles and the 
process of creating the new totem pole which is placed 
traditionally in front of the building facing the ocean.



INDEPENDENT 
RESEARCH
 Each of the interns did independent research as 

a regular part of their job in the office, when 
they weren’t in the field.

 Interns presented independent research 
biweekly for 6 weeks 

 As part of the internship (for all seasons), each 
intern has to chose an individual research 
project of interest to them, research it over the 
course of the internship, and present on the 
final project at the end of their semester.

 TYI practiced research and presentation skills 
throughout the internship. 



FINAL PROJECT BY MORGAN FELDPAUSCH:
INFORMATIONAL PAMPHLET ON DOMOIC ACID

 Readable information for the public

 The difference between red tides and toxic events

 Domoic acid effects on wildlife and humans

 Background information on domoic acid-producing 
phytoplankton pseudonitzchia

 Background information on domoic acid events



 Keet has a natural interest in fish and loves to go 
fishing.

 Keet stated he learned
 How the species are related to each other
 coho and kings are more closely related to 

steelhead than the sockeye, chums, and pinks.
 the late and early runs are different for salmon 

from bigger rivers that have a head water run 
than lower water runs.



 Southeast Tribal Ocean Research is a network of tribes that 
sample for the same research

 A video would assist in the training of new samplers, 
STA only hosts a workshop once or twice a year

 Ocean Acidification is the lowering of the pH of the ocean,
 To effectively measure all the variables samples must 

be labeled and preserved

 Video topics
 Preparation of bottles

 Sampling technique

 Handling of mercuric chloride – PPE

 Labeling and important information to collect

Muriel is taking a gap year before college and is now our 
Natural Resources Technician



 Internships are intended to be after school for 3-6 hours per week
 For Juniors and Seniors enrolled in high school
 Reality- was more difficult to find youth interested in internships, so we accepted a youth who 

graduated from high school and is taking a gap year. He works during the day.

 Jayvan is focused on

 Phytoplankton research and microscopy

 Shellfish Biomass data entry

 Lance is focused on

 PSP research and prep work

 Worm composting

 SEATOR Blog article

 Sitka Whalefest signs and booth



THE END
Questions?  Comments?

My Contact Info:

Helen Dianne Dangel

Helen.dangel@sitkatribe-nsn.gov

(907) 747-7168
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